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PART 3: PARAMETER SETTING (SHORTCUT OPERATION) 

• *06P is the power-assist starting strength setting option, and the 
power-assist sta巾ng strength is the relative strength of the PWM 
signal output by the controller when the power-assisting starts.
The adjustable range is O ~ 5, 0 is the weakest and 5 is the strongest.
• *O?P sets options for controller current limiting
• 08P is the power-on password setting option, the instrument power-
on password function is generally not enabled by default, and the user 
can enable the instrument power-on password by setting PSd-y. The 
factory default password of the instrument is 1212. You can set a four-
digit password by yourself, please remember the password after 
changing the password, otherwise you will not be able to use the 
meter.
Short press_the 1 key to enter the state of changing parameters, short 
press the 十 or 一 ／� key to select the parameters, and select 
PSd-y means open Power-on passwqrd, PSd-n means to turn off the 
power�on _pass\Vord, short press the i_ key to confirm the mode and 
enter the four-digit power-on password setting state or exit to the 
personalized setting selection interface.

In the_password setting state, the adjustable digits will fla,sh, short 
press十or 一 ／� key to select the n-umber, short pr_ess i key to 
save the number and enter the next numb�r setting, after setting the 
f�ur digits in.. tur!:!, you can Ion� pr�_ss the J �ey �o _saye and return to 
the personality Parameter setting item selection interface; 
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• dEF is the option to restore the factory default parameters, dEF-Y
means that the default parameters need to be restored, and dEF-N
means that the default parameters do not need to be restored.
Un9er the �ondition that the speed of the main interface is 0, press the

� and十keys at the same time for more than 2 seconds !o enter
th·e restore -factory default parameter interface. Shqrt press十or

一 ／� key to switch, if Y is selected, short press I key After 
confirmation, the meter will display dEF-0 for a period of time and 
automatically start to restore the factory default settings. 
After the restoration of the default settings, it will automatically exit and 
return to the normal display interface. 
• The meter can record the single mileage and total mileage.
The single mileage will not be reset automatically after the meter is
turned off. If you want to clear the single mileage, you need to reset it
manually. The total meter mileage does not support clearing
The single mileage reset operation is as follows:
Under the condition that th� speed of the main interface is 0, press
and hold the-／� and _l buttons at the �ame time for more than 2 
seconds to perform a single mileage reset. During the reset process, 
the main interface will Blink once. 

心The above parameters marked with * are the default parameters of the meter, please do not adjust them. If you accidentally adjust the parameters, the electric bicycle cannot work normally, please 

contact the dealer for help 
































